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Abstract—Media content recommendations for a mobile user based on his changing contextual preferences, otherwise called context-aware media recommendations, constitute a very important challenge. Context-aware media recommendation systems take context information such as user preferences, activities, time, location, device, and network capabilities as inputs for media recommendations, whereas the traditional recommendation systems use only user preferences in the form of ratings to deliver media recommendations. This paper presents a generic high-level architecture of context-aware recommendations, discussing its key techniques and solutions, which are based on context acquisition, recognition, and representations, using MPEG-21 and ontology model, and a contextual user profiling process, as well as MPEG-7 for media description model and media presentation adaptation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the rapid development of mobile and Internet technologies, in addition to the unprecedented breakthrough in wireless communication technologies, massive and diverse online-based media contents are now available. These trends have afforded mobile users ubiquitous access to online-based rich media items, using various types of smart devices such as smartphones, PDA, and tablets. However, with this development, obtaining relevant media items remains problematic for mobile users [1-3]. For example, existing solutions do not take into account the changes in mobile user’s preferences with location and other contextual information [4, 7, 9], they also do not consider that smart devices have varying capabilities, and that the wireless networks are heterogeneous. Therefore, recommendation techniques in the traditional environment cannot work in a mobile environment, because these technical difficulties can prevent effective and seamless delivery of relevant online-based rich media items to mobile users.

Consequently, recommendation systems in mobile environments should deliver contextually relevant media content to the appropriate user according to his current contextual situation. Context-aware media recommendation is an important solution that can address the above mentioned challenges by delivering and customizing rich media content based on user’s changing contextual preferences. Unlike the traditional recommendation systems, context-aware media recommendation systems can provide effective solutions to the problems faced in mobile computing environments by mobile users when consuming online based media items. To realize these solutions, context-aware recommendation can provide relevant items, at the same time adapting these contents to the user’s device and wireless network capabilities.

II. RELATED WORK

Most popular works in context-aware recommendations such as Pessemier et. al. [14], Chen [5], and Yu et.al.[3], focus on
explicitly using context information to suggest media items. Cinemappy [13] uses the location and movie consumption history of mobile users to recommend relevant movies. [12] uses activities such as walking, running, studying, etc. to recommend music to mobile users, its weakness is that it considers only user activity and not location information or other context information that influences user preferences. Generally, the works above can only handle domain specific media items such as movie, music, news, etc. unlike our proposed solution, a generic architecture, which integrates a hybrid and generic system that incorporates a context model that can handle broader contextual information than just location information, as well as having the capability to accommodate more than one media content domain. In addition to user location, our work integrates user, including his device, network and environment information, and provides both explicit and implicit recommendation services to deliver relevant media items. The services provided by the architecture such as recommendation processes, contextual user profiling service, context management service, etc. are implementation platform neutral because they are designed as interfaces, which are exposed as web services, providing access from any mobile software and hardware platforms. It also includes an optional adaptation service that can tailor the presentations of the recommended contents to the device and network constraints.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 2 shows the ten collaborating components of the proposed context-aware media recommendation system. Media item profiling is responsible for filtering and extracting important media item metadata, which it crawls from the Web and stores in the media metadata repository. Context monitoring, acquisition, recognition, reasoning, learning, and inferencing are handled by the context manager, which aggregate low-level context information from the smart device’s embedded sensors and infers high-level contextual information. The context inference contains a context knowledge base where important inferred context information is stored. The media recommendation service queries the context inference manager, contextual user profiling manager, and the media profiling manager for contextual information, contextual user preferences, and candidate media item descriptions respectively. The contextual user profile manager is responsible for determining the contextual preference for consumption in specific contextual situations and for learning the user’s consumptions and interactions using machine learning techniques (such as Case Base Reasoning). The media recommendation manager implements services that recommend media items to the user. It determines the specific media item the user would prefer in that specific context. For instance, if it determines that it is the news item that matches the user’s present preference and context, then it invokes either content based recommendation service or a hybrid recommendation service. It also determines if the variation of the media item being suggested is in the appropriate format for the user’s device characteristics and present network condition, and then invokes the media presentation. Otherwise, it invokes the media adaptation service to adjust the format of the recommended media item accordingly.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Media Content Profiling Management

For efficient and interoperable processing of the media items, by the media recommendation and adaptation processes, the media metadata is represented in a standardized format, based on MPEG-7 description tools such as a Creation DS in addition to the Classification DS to describe the media item metadata such as the title of the item, its genre or other high-level properties. MPEG-7 is an ISO/IEC standard developed by the Moving Picture Expert Group, MPEG. Formally, MPEG-7 “Multimedia Content Description Interface”, is designed to describe multimedia contents [5].

To enable the adaptation of the recommended item's presentation, MPEG-7 Variation DS is adopted to specify the variations of the media items’ contents to meet the specific capabilities of the network conditions as well as those of the user’s smart devices. However, because online based media items are generally not described based on MPEG-7 description tools, the media profiling management provides alternative techniques based on web services to obtain media item metadata.

B. Context and Activity Management

The context manager, shown in Fig. 3, is responsible for a number of services, which are context monitoring, context acquisition, context recognition, context learning, context reasoning, and context inference. The context monitoring observes changes occurring in the smart device embedded sensor raw data, which are captured in the context acquisition process. The context recognition process obtains the captured sensor data, and performs a number of operations such as raw data preprocessing to eliminate data inconsistency and error, it extracts important features that are used to match the patterns of labeled context information, and then uses classification algorithm to identify the labeled high-level contexts corresponding to the extracted features [8,15,22].
The recognized context information is passed to the context learning and reasoning processes to infer a more meaningful context information by reasoning on one or more atomic context information, relating them to each other to obtain a real world contextual situation. To realize these processes, machine learning techniques can be implemented for classifying events emitted by the user’s device embedded sensors and for recognizing high-level context information. The recognized context is represented and described using MPEG-21 user environment description tools (UEDs) [6]. To infer further high-level semantic context information from the basic recognized context information and to maintain context knowledge base consistency, we proposed a context Ontology model [20]. The OWL based context ontology is backed up with a semantic web rule language (SWRL) to specify different kinds of rules to support reasoning tasks of the context management service.

C. Contextual User Profiling Service (CUPS)

A user profile describes preferences of a user in the form of a summary, normally based on the history of the user’s actions [4, 7]. In our solution, it summarizes user’s consumptions as a limited set of categories. Categories are described by a genre, in turn described by a number of properties. One or more genres may be associated with one category. Several properties may be associated with one genre. It incorporates the contextual dimension, associating one or more inferred context to each category-genre-property. Accordingly, it is possible to generate a contextual user profile for each inferred context, thus obtaining the preferences of the user in each specific context.

The contextual user profile service is responsible for the management of user preferences, which are based on the contextual situations of the users. As the user preferences change with time and contexts, to track these preference changes, we introduced lifetime parameter, which provides an indication of the time elapsed since the last preferred consumption occurred. The intensity measures the degree of importance or relevance the user attaches to the preferences.

CUPS works in tandem with the recommendation services to provide mobile users with relevant media items that dynamically satisfies his preferences, by matching the present and past contexts, a crucial process, which must be accurately executed to obtain the user’s dynamic contextual preferences.

To realize this, a case base reasoning approach for retrieving and for learning the contextual user preferences based on the currently identified user context situation and past contextual situations and preferences is proposed. Case based reasoning (CBR) is a machine learning method that solves a new problem by remembering a previous similar situation, reusing information and knowledge in the situation [10]. It relies on the general knowledge of the problem domain or associating generalized relationships between problem description and conclusion [10]. It utilizes the specific knowledge of previously experienced, concrete problem situation (cases) to solve new problems. One unique and important feature of CBR is its ability for incremental and sustained learning from a new experience, which is retained each time a problem is solved, making such experience immediately available for future problems [10], [19].

The CBR compares the present and past contextual situations (with associated preferences). In CUPS, this is similar to solving a new contextual situation problem case by using past context based on the preferences of the users. Previously identified contextual situations and associated preferences constitute the past case, whereas the new case is the newly identified contextual situation whose corresponding preference is being determined. Therefore, a contextual preference case is described by a tuple <premise, value>. The premise describes a contextual situation and its characteristics, while the value is the contextual preference obtained based on the premise. Specifically, the premise is a contextual situation (C) of a mobile user when using his smart devices, whereas the value part is the contextual user preference in that situation, which is used in the recommendation process. A contextual situation (a case) is represented as Cs = \{(Cn, Pr)i\}. One of the preferences corresponding to the newly identified contextual situation is the value to be determined. To execute its operation, the proposed case based contextual user profile performs four operations as shown in Fig. 4.

1) Identifying the present contextual situation of the mobile user, which is obtained from the context management service.

2) Retrieving the most similar contextual situations and their respective contextual preferences.

3) Among the retrieved contextual preferences, reusing the ones most similar to the present contextual situation.

4) Revising, updating, and retaining the identified contextual situation and its corresponding context preference

a) If no matching contextual preference is found, add the new contextual situation and learn the user’s interaction

b) If a match is found, add the new contextual situation and the corresponding contextual preference

The case based contextual user preference model is updated using user’s explicit and implicit feedbacks to learn the contextual preferences for the recommended media items, which are related to the present contextual situation.

D. Media Item Recommendation Service (MIRS)

The media item recommendation service (MIRS) explores three recommendation algorithms for contextual media item recommendations. The content base (CBF), the collaborative based (CF) and hybrid based recommendation algorithms [4]. In this article, we will not go into the details of each of these algorithms, but will only summarize their operations and how they are used in our proposed architecture.

The traditional collaborative recommendation generates recommendations for the target user based on the item previously co-rated or viewed by other users, and the content-based approach that uses the consumption history of the user
These two approaches suffer from the so-called new user problem, which excludes casual users or those items the system does not have enough information about to generate recommendations [4]. Hybrid recommenders combine one or more of the conventional recommendation processes to overcome their individual weaknesses to gain better performance.

1) Context-aware content-based recommendation

Because the traditional content-based process suggests content to users based on their consumption history and descriptions of the available candidate content, it suffers from the overspecialization problem, where the system can only recommend media items that are similar to the one user has consumed in the past [4]. To address this limitation, we propose an extension of this process, as shown in Fig. 5, in conjunction with the contextual user profile model by suggesting multimedia items to users based on the contexts in which they have consumed content in the past and the descriptions of those consumed contents.

2) Context-aware collaborative recommendation

Conventional collaborative recommendation suggests content to a target user based on the opinions and preferences of other users. This approach suffers from new user and new item problems resulting in sparse matrix [21]. It means that the recommendation system cannot effectively recommend suitable media items to a user who doesn’t have adequate information in the system. In addition, it cannot recommend new media items, which have not been rated by a sufficient number of users. To address these problems, this process has been extended, as shown in Fig. 6, to suggest media items to the target user using the contexts in which active users who are similar to the target user have consumed the contents. The similarity between each user profile and the target user profile is calculated using Pearson correlation formula.

3) Context-aware hybrid recommendation

The traditional collaborative recommendation generates predictions for the target user based on the item previously rated or viewed by other users, and the content-based approach uses the consumption history of the user. These two approaches suffer from the so-called new user problem, which excludes casual users from recommendation. Any hybrid

Recommendation, using a combination of these methods also inherits the new user problem.

The context-aware hybrid recommender, shown in Fig. 7, combines conventional content-based and collaborative-based recommendation processes to overcome their individual weaknesses to gain better performance. To take advantage of the hybrid technique, we also propose a context-aware hybrid technique that combines the context-aware CF and CBF. Basically, the hybrid model uses the contexts in which other users have consumed the content previously, to find users that are similar to the target user by comparing the active user’s context history and the target user’s present context. This is achieved in three phases. In the first phase, it identifies every user (neighbor) that is similar to the target user by searching through their profile trees, looking for contexts that match the target user’s recognized context. For every user profile with a match, the intensity value of the category-genre-property nodes in the user profiles are retrieved. This value is then used to calculate the similarities between all users. After this calculation, it then selects the top n most similar users, called neighbors or friends of the target user who have consumed contexts in the same or similar contexts to the target user’s current context.

In the second phase, it ranks the candidate media items for each neighbor by obtaining vectors $V_C$ and $V_M$ corresponding to contextual user profile of every neighbor and candidate media profile vectors respectively. It then applies the cosine formula to calculate the distance between these vectors.

In the third phase, it generates the predicted preference value for each candidate media item from the second phase for the target user, using Resnick [17] prediction. The Resnick prediction discounts the contribution of every neighbor’s prediction according to its degree of similarity with the target user so that more neighbors have a large impact on the final intensity predictions [17].

Finally, recommendation list is built by ordering the candidate media items in descending order of magnitude of the computed prediction values.

MIRS performs the recommendation process in the following specific steps.

1) It initiates communications with the contextual user profile service to obtain the user’s present contextual situation and corresponding preferences. The CUPS then communicates with the context service manager to obtain the user present contextual situation which CUPS uses to process the user profile to obtain the user contextual preferences and sends it to the MIRS.

2) MIRS determines the specific category of media items (e.g., news, movies, music, etc.) and uses this information to invoke the appropriate recommendation service. It implements three contextual recommendation services. Context-aware content-based recommendation service, context-aware collaborative
recommendation service and context-aware hybrid recommendation service.

4) After the appropriate recommendation process has been performed and a list of n-best media items is generated, the MIRS then evaluates the selected recommendation media item and the user’s device capability and network conditions, adopting a SWRL rule based technique. The recommended media item’s modality, frame rate, format, etc. has to satisfy the device constraints as well as the network conditions, namely screen size, media format support, network bandwidth, etc.

5) If the recommended media item’s characteristics match the device and network constraints, then MIRS invokes the media item presentation to deliver the recommended media items to the user.

6) If the recommended media item characteristics do not match the device and network constraints, then MIRS invokes the media item adaptation service to adjust the format, modality, etc. of the recommended items to suit the device and network constraints.

E. Media Item Presentation Adaptation

The media item presentation adaptation service is responsible for adapting media item contents based on summarization and transcoding techniques. The summarization summarizes content such as audio or video into short ones, according to the battery power remaining, network bandwidth functions, whereas media transcoding transforms the content from one media type to another based on the network conditions such as bandwidth and according to the device capabilities such as screen size or according to the type of media it is capable of playing [6]. The media item presentation adaptation service proposes to integrate Context-Aware Ontologies for Multimedia Applications (MULTICAO) to provide adaptation services [23]. MULTICAO was developed using OWL DL with adequate provision for adaptation decisions relying on various rules based reasoning mechanisms that support the automatic inference over adaptation decision knowledge base. MULTICAO provides ADAPTATION Decision Engine (ADE), which is responsible for adaptation reasoning and decision-taking services, and a set of Adaptation Engine operation services, responsible for carrying out adaptation of media content, such as modification of the content into different modalities such as text, video, or images depending on the device and network constraints [11].

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the proposed context-aware media recommendation, based on its design, is platform neutral, i.e. it can be implemented on any platform. Fig. 8 is the component model of the architecture, representing each of the important services provided by the architecture. Basically, it can be implemented as a client-server system. The client services run on mobile devices, such as mobile phones. Parts of the context management service can be implemented on the smart device. For example, the context monitoring, capturing, and recognition processes can run on Android, IOS based devices, etc.

In the proposed system, the client services have been implemented on Android devices, whereas other components have been implemented based on Java EE 7 platform technologies, namely, the Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) for components, and Java Persistent API(JPA) to manage the interactions between the components and the databases. Additionally, each of the components has been implemented as REST web services, and exposing them via public interfaces [18]. We have also demonstrated the feasibility of the system by developing mobile context-aware movie recommendation, which uses the services provided by the framework to recommend online-based movies to mobile users. The client-server implementation architecture is depicted in Fig. 9. Screenshots of the application are shown in Fig. 10, which presents the contextual profile management and context management visualizations, where a user can optionally manage her profile, and where his contextual information can be monitored. In the present application, three categories of content (movies, music, and news) are presently supported.

Fig. 11 presents the recommendation visualizations of the context-aware mobile recommendation application, showing the recommended movie content and all options available to user to visualize the recommendation, such as playing the movie trailers, or connecting to online sources for additional information on the recommended items. By selecting any of the recommended items in the list presented to the user, the application records and sends information about the selected items to the server. The server uses this information to implicitly update the user’s contextual profile.
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